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Truth and Lie
( 1) Does know a bout T and L
But
a) sometimes gets answer wrong: ie. is it the truth I wearing glasses? He: No (I
am wearing glasses)

b) Tm th is good
Not telling truth is bad
c) Do you ]mow what a lie is - No.
Later though he confirms he knows the difference

d) Also tends to answer without always thinking. Right re most things but not
always.
- Often nods - no answer.

-knows~
ico_F_~
icoF

firove bus

-What happens if don't tell truth

- no answer or unintelligible

-What happens if bad at school/tell lie at school?
r EN

Ilooks at page where I am taking notes):

I: Is this good or messy wiiting jcEN 1messy writing
-knows this is messy writing

- Who on

bus?Ll:JO!i1off' ~lcE_o_~

-Go to school: Yes
All or 1: All
- Mum and Dad on bus: No
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Name days of week: Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday Thmsday Friday
Saturday
-Caught bus on all days?
- Can't answer re: bow many days goes on bus (Goes sometimes)
- How get to school other days?: can't answer
- Where sit?: sit at back.
- Sat withj._
c0_ 1_ _.I Anyone else. E J No-one else

-What did he do
-Hurting
Who: L J
:me

How hurt: hurt leg
How: hurt
What did he do to leg: hurt

-~wearing clothes? - yes
What so1t of clothes - T-shirt Jacket
Pants or shorts: pants and shmts

- What did he do with clothes: hurting clothes off
- D id he take.off anyone else's clothes off -._l
cE_o_ _,
0
- Anyone else - f._E
_ _ _,

- DidlcoF

Jtak.e own clothes off - yes

- Where: in park

Did you see it or someone tell you? - I can't understand answer.
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- What did he do when he took clothes off.
-He

hurtt::=J

Did he hurt you - No

II

I
~

I
~

What does hurt mean? - hurting means hitting
- any other sort of hurting - No

- WO.en he took clothes off - see anything - can't answer
I:

head - yes, arms, yes, legs - yes - anything else - No

In Tiny Toy Park
Another man there: Yes. Who: Don't know
- Take clothes off when in Bus/Park? : Park
See~s bottom: No

I try to ask about willy, penis
Do you know what a willy is? No
Do you know what a penis is? No
Know where boys go to the toilet.

- He is clearly at this point trying to avoid the questions. He looks very
uncomfo1table
He doesn't want to answer questions
And He may even not be able to answer questions.

- It is clear to me that he can't answer questions and will not say what occurred to
him.

- No further questions

I
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- All agree - not capable of being cross-examined or able to cope with it.

(initials)

(Blue Pen added on Sunday 27111 ).
(initials)

